
TIPS From Nu-Line! 

DASH CAM PARKING MODE…. 

What It Can And Cannot Do! 
 

The features and/or benefits of parking mode is often misunderstood.  So we thought we 

would arm you with the technical information so that you can advise your customers of 

what to realistically expect.  Understanding this operating mode will help increase your 

selling and decrease unhappy customers.  

 

Firstly, the Parking mode feature is not a big selling point.  Dash Cam’s were designed to be 

a DRIVE RECORDER….meaning…. they are designed to work while driving the car; to record 

events, to capture evidence, for proof of innocence and to hopefully avoid unsafe 

situations.   

What Is Parking Mode? 

Put simply it is the ability for a dash cam to record when the ignition is off under certain 

circumstances. 

What are these circumstances 

1. The ignition is off 

2. The cars battery has charge 

Or 

3. Movement is detected 

4. Impact is detected 

 

How Does It Actually Work? 

The units in our range that have Parking Mode (not all Dash Cams have this feature) have 

Ignition and voltage controlled parking mode. This means parking mode starts soon after 

the ignition key is turned off. Recording will continue UNTIL the cars battery reaches a pre-

set level when the camera will turn off therefore preventing a flat battery. Parking mode 

will also end when the car is restarted. 

 

  



What Parking Mode Cannot Do. 

1. Parking mode cannot operate indefinitely as it is powered by the vehicles battery 

2. A front mounted camera cannot record the sides or rear of the vehicle 

3. A front and rear camera cannot see the sides of the vehicle 

4. Parking mode does not work in the dark (it records, but if not enough light, it will be 

‘black’).  

When Does Parking Mode Work Best? 

Parking Mode works best in shopping centres……short stays where you are worried your car 

will be damaged by a reversing car or shopping cart.  Remember (reverse into the park if 

you have front only).  I would also like to suggest that if a customer IS focused on the 

benefits of parking mode, they really should get a unit that has Front AND Back cameras! 

When NOT to Rely On Parking Mode. 

Long term parking at the airport or if you do not drive your car for a long period of time.  

This is because ALL Dash Cam’s (not just ones in our range) use a small amount of the cars 

battery charge.  Every time you drive the car, it ‘charges back up to full’.  But when you 

leave the car standing for a week or so, the unit will turn itself off (at a pre-set voltage) 

BEFORE it flattens the battery.  Which is a good thing right! 

Good House Keeping 

You should suggest to your customer that every month they ‘wipe clean’ their SD card.  This 

is so the room allocated on the SD card for ‘events’, ‘parking mode’, ‘impact sensor’ etc do 

not fill up.  It is a simple procedure so please ask us how to show your customer if you don’t 

already know. 

As an example, Parking Mode (along with Event/Shock/Movement Mode) has 

approximately 2 hours of 20 second events (or 20%of total card size) before that section is 

full!  Once full no more events will record until unwanted recordings are deleted.   

 

Please Note:  :  If parking mode is considered a vital feature by the client the GNet units 

can have the time extended with the addition of a $400.00 “parking mode extender” 

battery pack. 

 

 

Understanding these simple aspects of dashcams will make for more confident 

selling and happier customers. 

 


